
HABERMAN’S SURVIVAL IN ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS 

 

Goal of Project : 

 

The aim of this survey is to train the neural network to predict the class (dead 

or alive) whether a patient survived after breast cancer surgery, when it is given other 

attributes as input. 

As a result of this survey, we want to find optimal neural network model in 

order to generalize Haberman’s survival problem by using neural nerons. 

 

Introducing the problem to be studied: 

 

The prediction of breast cancer survivability has been a challenging research 

problem for many researchers. Since the early dates of the related research, much 

advancement has been recorded in several related fields.(1) 

Artificial neural networks (ANNs) could be used to improve the work of medical 

practitioners in the diagnosis of breast cancer. Their abilities to approximate 

nonlinear functions and capture complex relationships in the data are instrumental 

abilities which could support the medical domain.(2)   

Since ANNs are very useful methods to classify such a medical problem, 

Haberman’s Survival will be classsified by using Neural network methods. 

 

Materials and Methods: 

 

Materials: 

 

Haberman Survival dataset contains the survival status of the patients who 

had undergone breast cancer surgery. The dataset has 306 samples each of which 

has 3 attributes. For this data 225 patients survived more than 5 years post surgery 

and 81 patients died within 5 years. The goal for this data is to predict the class (dead 

or alive) using the 3 input variables. This data is publicly available at: 

http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Haberman's+Survival. 

http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Haberman's+Survival


 

 

 

 

  

The tables above describes main characteristics of the Haberman’s Survival 

Dataset and its attributes.  

 

 

Input attributes are: 

 Age of patient at time of operation (numerical) 

 Patient's year of operation (year - 1900, numerical) 

 Number of positive axillary nodes detected (numerical) 

 



 

 

 

Output attribute is:  

 Survival status (class attribute) 

1 = the patient survived 5 years or longer 

2 = the patient died within 5 year 

 

The first three attributes have values from 0 to 100. The last attribute - class, 

takes the values 1 and 2 (1 the patient survived, 2 the patient died). 

 

 

Methods : 

Classification is a task that can be seen in every day life. A classification 

process involves assigning objects into predefined groups or classes based on a 

number of observed attributes related to those objects. Although there are some 

more traditional tools for classification, such as certain statistical procedures, neural 

networks have shown to be an effective solution for this type of problems. 

There is a number of advantages to using neural networks - they are data 

driven, they are self-adaptive, they can approximate any function - linear as well as 

non-linear (which is quite important in this case because groups often cannot be 

divided by linear functions). Neural networks classify objects rather simply - they take 

data as input, derive rules based on those data, and make decisons 

The type of neural network that will be used in this project is multi layer 

perceptron with backpropagation algorithm. And also,  normalization will be used to 

be able to train data faster.  

 

 

Prodecure of training a neural network 

 

Training part of a neural network consists of five steps. These are as follows: 

 

1. Preparation the data set 

2. Create a training set 

3. Create a neural network 



4. Train the network 

5. Test the network to make sure that it is trained properly 

Normalization of Haberman dataset: 

 

In this part, data will be normalized to train neural network model before it 

is thought ready to use. To do that, the standart Min Max normalization formula 

will be used  because all feature values are integer values. The last feature 

consists of two values, which are 1 and 2, so the standart max-min normalization 

formula is not usable for the last feature. There is a more useful method in order 

to normalize the last attribute. 1 output column is divided into two columns. It 

means that if an output of a sample is 1 (the patient survived 5 years or longer), 

the value of first column will be 0, and second column will be 1. Similarly, if an 

output of a sample is 2 (the patient died within five years), the value of first 

column will be 1 , and second column will be 0. 

 

The standart MaxMin formula: 

 

 B=((A-minValue of A)/(maxValue of A-minValue of A))*(D-C)+C 

B is the standardized value 

A the given value 

D and C determine the range in which we want our value to be.  

In this case,  

D= 0 and C=1 

 

 

Expected Results: 

In this survey it will be shown that how neural networks is used for 

classification problems. Several architecture of NNs will be worked and it will be 

decided which one is the best solution to the Haberman Survival problem, and which 

one is not.  

In this survey we will use 3 attributes 306 samples for each. At the beginning 

of the survey we have 2 desired output to able to evaluate the error. 

The aim is to learn machine with least error and get the closest output to the 

desired output. 

Survey shows that predicting the class of Haberman Survival has two 

parts.These are trainning and testing part.  



The training part aims to localize the sample that should bring the reliable and 

faster results. 

In the learning part, we will update weights of inputs and the number of hidden 

neurons, etc. İn order to obtain optimal outputs, which are the closest outputs to 

desired outputs.  
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